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Hi Richard!
As per your request, we went ahead with the re-bill of your account with the 5 Minute Mogul System and the
transaction was processed successfully! You will continue on with your membership without any interruption!
Please let us know if we can be of further assistance!
Thank you!
Regards,
5MM Support Team

Previous Conversation Below

Message sent from Richard Moyer at Jan 12, 2014 at 5:52 pm
Kimball and staff
The refunds have cleared and it is OK to rebill my Visa ending in 8139.
Rich Moyer
login id richardmoyer
email richard.moyer.1953@gmail.com
Rich Moyer

...

On Sun, Jan 12, 2014 at 7:45 PM, Kimball Roundy <support@5minutemogul.com> wrote:
I've sent out the below message a couple time and just realized something...
It's possible that you don't want to wait to have your card rebilled. Why? Because if you read the email below,
you'll see that if there is a problem with your card we'll notify you and give you 24 Hours to correct the problem
before you lose your position in the Infinity Line Bonus Pools.
If you don't want to risk something going wrong on the 17th, and you losing your Position in The Infinity
LinesIt's VERY Important that you READ THIS ENTIRE
Gmail
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already... I sent it out last
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night.
This will not affect your account status as long as you follow these instructions carefully... If not, you stand to
lose out on any earned Commissions and Guaranteed Income Bonuses, as well as your position in the
Guaranteed Income Bonus Pool Infinity Lines...
We've been getting messages from people letting us know that the refunds have already cleared their accounts
and to please bill them again right now to make sure they don't lose their spot. So if you'd like us to bill you
now, just reply to this email and let us know and we'll get you taken care of.
Let us know,
KR
==========================
Hey Richard!

There was an error on the side of our merchant provider, and one of our accounts processed some transactions
that should have been processed by our other account. Unfortunately, one or more of your charges were
affected by this error.
Our records indicate that your account has the following charge amounts that were affected by this error:
$300.00
$997.00
We have refunded all of these charges and the refunds should be received back to your card within 5-7
business days.
In order to ensure that you do not lose your position in the guaranteed income bonus pools, we will be
processing all of these charges in the correct merchant account again, on Friday 1/17/14 (giving you a full 10
days to make sure the funds return to your card properly first).
We have now corrected the problem with our merchant provider and everything is running smoothly now, so
you can continue your promotion. This will not affect your affiliate status, so long as we are able to
successfully bill you again on 1/17/14. We will notify you if we have any errors doing so, and you will have 24
hours to correct the error to ensure that you do not lose out on any earned commissions and bonuses.
Please remember that participation in the founder
s memberships and guaranteed income bonus pools comes
in exchange for your help and patience during the beta testing process. Small bumps in the road being part of
getting in on the ground floor of something that is BOUND TO BE and already PROVEN That it WILL BE
HUGE!
If you have any questions regarding this process, simply reply to this email and we will get back to you as
soon as we can. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused you and we appreciate your
patience as we work through these beta testing challenges.
Thanks so much!
Kimball Roundy
Founder
5 Minute Mogul
PS: Go here to login to your account: https://5MinuteMogul.com/members
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To view the entire conversation please click here
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